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Four Seasons boosts charity with city-
inspired Instagram campaign
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By JOE MCCART HY

Four Seasons Hotel Seattle is inviting citizens and tourists of the city to marvel at the
sunset during an Instagram competition beginning Aug. 1 for a chance to win prizes and
raise awareness for the Pediatric Brain Tumor Research Fund.

The "My Seattle Sunset" contest encourages fans to explore the city for an original view of
the sunset and get to know the property's surrounding environment. Using the ensuing
proceeds to help the fight against brain tumors and brain cancer is a good way to breed

solidarity within a community and remind guests that the  brand has aspirations outside  of commercialism. 

"All this beauty and sunshine paint the city in such beautiful colors that we thought what
better to celebrate our 5th year anniversary than by celebrating the beauty of Seattle
through sunsets," said Beverly Magee, director of sales and marketing at Four Seasons
Hotel Seattle.

Exploding colors

Although Instagram will be the primary medium, participants can also submit photos on
Facebook and Twitter. A brief description of the shot's meaning and the location of where
it was taken must accompany the shot.
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Four Seasons Seattle Pinterest

The hashtag #MySeattleSunset and the handle @FSSeattle will help Four Seasons sift
through submissions.

Twenty-four finalists, chosen by a panel of judges, will be announced on Facebook Sept.
23. Facebook users will have a chance to “like” their favorite photos until Sept. 27.

Four Seasons Seattle Pinterest image

This pool of finalists will be cut down to 12 who will be congratulated at a special lunch
on Nov. 4, which marks the day after the hotel's fifth anniversary. All winning photos will
be featured in the "2014 Pacific Palette Calendar."
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The 12 winners will be awarded a one-night getaway for two including a bed-and-
breakfast package at Four Seasons Hotel Seattle, More Cheese Please for two at ART
Restaurant and a choice of either one classic manicure or one classic pedicure from the
spa at Four Seasons Hotel Seattle.

In addition, half of the proceeds of the sale of the calendar will benefit the Pediatric Brain
Tumor Research Fund.

The Pediatric Brain Tumor Research Fund is a Seattle Children's Hospital guild dedicated
to funding groundbreaking research for curing kids with brain tumours and cancer.

Since 2009, Four Seasons Hotel Seattle has raised more than $1 million for this
foundation through other promotions.

"We want to inspire guests and potential visitors to Seattle and show them what they can
experience while they are here," said Meg Paynor, public relations consultant at Paynor
PR, Seattle.

"Using Instagram for the #MySeattleSunset contest will allow participation in this fun effort
and allow us to further connect with our audience," she said.

Find a theme

Four Seasons has previously turned to Instagram contests to promote  its properties. 

For example, the hotel brand is uniting consumers by hosting a digital ice  cream social through Instagram

and via events at 17 of its properties worldwide.

In addition to reaching a global audience, the “Insta-Meets” will help the hotels show off
menu offerings. Although this is the second year that Four Seasons has hosted the
Summer of Ice Cream Love campaign, this year the hotel chain has added the social
component of the Insta-Meets to get more consumer attention worldwide (see story).

Similarly, Four Seasons Hote l Hong Kong had interacted with a diverse  group of young consumers by inviting

Instagram users to capture  views of the  cosmopolitan city.
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The summer contest sought to bring new visitors to the hotel and invigorate current
visitors with a creative mission. Instagram competitions of this kind breed memorable ties
by spurring entrants to make new experiences (see story).

Connecting with guests and fans may be the most gratifying aspect of Instagram contests.

"We do think this contest will engage a wide rage of fans, the Seattle community and
visitors to the city, given the numerous stunning shots of sunset photography on social
media we’ve seen," Ms. Magee said.

"In connecting with our audience since the contest was announced, we’ve already
received a positive response from people who can’t wait to submit photos of sunsets taken
throughout Seattle," she said.
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